One contribution of 20 to a theme issue 'Dynamic and integrative approaches to understanding pathogen spillover'. Historically, efforts to assess 'zoonotic risk' have focused mainly on quantifying the potential for cross-species emergence of viruses from animal hosts. However, viruses clearly differ in relative burden, both in terms of morbidity and mortality (virulence) incurred and the capacity for sustained humanto-human transmission. Extending previously published databases, we delineated host and viral traits predictive of human mortality associated with viral spillover, viral capacity to transmit between humans following spillover and the probability of a given virus being zoonotic. We demonstrate that increasing host phylogenetic distance from humans positively correlates with human mortality but negatively correlates with human transmissibility, suggesting that the virulence induced by viruses emerging from hosts at high phylogenetic distance may limit capacity for human transmission. Our key result is that hosts most closely related to humans harbour zoonoses of lower impact in terms of morbidity and mortality, while the most distantly related hosts-in particular, order Chiroptera (bats)-harbour highly virulent zoonoses with a lower capacity for endemic establishment in human hosts. As a whole, our results emphasize the importance of understanding how zoonoses manifest in the human population and also highlight potential risks associated with multi-host transmission chains in spillover.
Introduction
Emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) pose a significant threat to public health with the frequency of emergence events increasing in recent decades [1] . The vast majority of EIDs are zoonotic, meaning they transmit from animal to human hosts [2] . Several studies have conducted meta-analyses to characterize trait profiles associated with zoonotic hosts and viruses [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The majority of this work has focused on quantifying 'zoonotic potential'-the probability that a pathogen, or a pathogen originating from an animal species or region of interest, could emerge into the human population. Such a binary categorization effectively treats all zoonoses as risks of equal magnitude, but it is clear that not all zoonoses are created equal. Emerging zoonoses vary both in the severity of disease they engender in the human population (virulence) and in their capacity for sustained human-to-human transmission post-emergence. A more nuanced understanding of how zoonoses establish in their human hosts will be critical to any public health effort to combat EIDs-as diseases with different severities and transmissibilities will require uniquely targeted intervention and control strategies.
Recent meta-analyses have begun to explore the impact of zoonoses postspillover, though, to date, only two studies have assessed variation in zoonotic severity. Geoghegan et al. [7] and Brierley et al. [8] demonstrated that zoonoses engendering higher case fatality rates (CFRs) are associated with limited ability for human-to-human transmission. Brierley et al. [8] identified viral traits predictive of virulence but categorized zoonotic severity only in binary terms-'severe' or 'non-severe'. A slightly larger body of work has identified viral traits predictive of a zoonotic pathogen's capacity for between-human transmission post-spillover [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, the majority of these studies use a binary classification scheme (i.e. can transmit between humans or cannot) in their analyses. In nature, there is considerable variation in a pathogen's capacity for humanto-human transmission, ranging from none (humans are dead-end hosts) to stuttering chains to sustained transmission [11] . Woolhouse et al. [12] and Lloyd-Smith et al. [13] classify this variation according to a zoonotic pathogen's basic reproduction number (R 0 ) among human hosts, delineating the number of cases engendered by a single primary case in the human population. In this classification scheme, both deadend and stuttering chain zoonoses are described by subcritical (less than 1) R 0 values, while zoonoses that sustain human-tohuman transmission have R 0 values greater than 1. For example, human-to-human transmission has been reported for Andes virus, but transmission chains are rare and typically short-lived (R 0 , 1) [14] , while other viruses, such as Ebola, have the capacity for effective between-human transmission, resulting in long transmission chains and large epidemics (R 0 . 1) [15] . Additionally, some zoonotic pathogens, such as hepatitis E, can establish endemic transmission in human populations [16] . To our knowledge, Brierley et al. [8] is the only meta-analysis to date that begins to capture this nuance, using a three-point ranking system to distinguish between zoonotic pathogens without human transmission, and those with limited and sustained transmission.
All previous meta-analyses investigating zoonotic severity and transmissibility have focused almost exclusively on identifying viral predictors of zoonotic impact post-spillover. Currently, no comparative studies of zoonotic virulence and transmissibility consider the role of the animal host, though both virulence and transmission are shaped by viruses' interactions with their hosts [17] [18] [19] . A virus must replicate to overcome host defences and transmit to other individuals in the host population, but replication can also produce maladaptive virulence that damages the host, thus shortening the infectious period and jeopardizing opportunities for future transmission [20, 21] . According to this virulence-transmission trade-off, viruses optimize virulence incurred in their hosts so as to effectively transmit to new hosts. This optimal balance depends on how hosts respond to the virus (host selective pressure) [22] . If increased viral replication is needed to overcome more robust host defences, host immunity will select for higher virulence [23] [24] [25] . Host population structure can also facilitate or hinder transmission, further influencing the evolution of virulence [26, 27] .
In this study, we addressed the need for a more nuanced understanding of how emerging zoonoses manifest in the human population. Focusing on directly transmitted viruses with a recent history of spillover to humans, we extended databases published by Olival et al. [28] , detailing the mortality (virulence) induced by a given virus upon spillover to humans and quantifying each virus's capacity for humanto-human transmission. We used generalized additive models (GAMs) to identify mammalian host and viral traits predictive of: (i) the human CFRs induced by viral zoonosis, (ii) the extent of human-to-human transmission resulting from zoonotic spillover, and (iii) the probability of a given virus being zoonotic.
Our analysis of zoonotic risk extends beyond the simple probability of emergence and improves on previous analogous studies to investigate both host and viral trait predictors for non-binary metrics of virulence and transmissibility. This is, to our knowledge, the first meta-analysis of its type to distinguish between viruses' reservoir host species (i.e. primary selective environment), and secondary host species that have been infected, but do not maintain zoonotic transmission. We hypothesized an inverse relationship between CFR and human transmissibility and anticipated that both reservoir host and viral traits would significantly predict zoonotic risk. In particular, we investigated the hypothesis that host species distantly related to humans would host more virulent viruses with lower capacities for between-human transmission.
Methods
Detailed methods and datasets are given in the electronic supplementary material, Methods and Data and Results.
(a) Compiling the databases
We compiled a list of 420 associations between 67 directly transmitted zoonotic viruses and 278 mammalian hosts, drawing primarily from an extensive database of virus -mammal associations published by Olival et al. [28] (electronic supplementary material, Data and Results, table S1). For each virus-mammal association, we conducted literature searches to collect two metrics of zoonotic risk: CFR in the human population, following viral spillover (a proxy for virulence), and viral capacity for human-to-human transmission, which we ranked according to a four-point scale, ranging from '1' for viruses never recorded as transmitting between humans to '4' for viruses known to maintain endemic human transmission [8, 11, 13, 29] .
In addition to collecting targeted metrics of virulence and transmissibility, we classified each virus-mammal association according to the mammal's role in viral transmission. We used a binary code to distinguish between mammal species that maintain viruses endemically (reservoir hosts) and species that harbour the virus but are not implicated in zoonotic maintenance (secondary hosts, see table 1 for definitions of all terms in this study). We assigned a second binary code to define each host's role in zoonotic spillover (spillover capacity), distinguishing between mammal species that serve as human infection sources and species with no record of transmission to humans. Combining these two codes, we defined a third 'spillover type' code to distinguish between 'primary spillover' from reservoir host species and 'secondary spillover' from secondary host species, or 'bridge hosts'.
In addition to the virus -mammal association database, we extracted a dataset of 345 directly transmitted mammalian viruses (both zoonotic and non-zoonotic) from Olival et al. [28] (electronic supplementary material, Data and Results, table S2).
Using previously published databases [7,9,28 -33] , we next collected a series of host and viral traits that we hypothesized might predict the observed variation in zoonotic virus dynamics in humans. For hosts, we focused on four life-history traits, quantifiable across mammal species, that have been linked to hostpathogen coevolution: body mass, litter size, gestation duration and lifespan. Host body mass has been linked with the rate of disease progression [34] , reservoir competence [35] and pathogen replication rate [36, 37] ; host reproductive effort trades off with immune investment and shapes susceptible host population demography [38, 39] ; and protracted host lifespans are associated with heightened population-level transmission [40, 41] . Replicating Olival et al. [28] , we additionally considered host phylogenetic order and distance from humans. Evolutionary distance between novel and previously documented host species royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rstb Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 374: 20190296 has been identified as a predictor of disease-induced mortality post-spillover in domesticated animals [42] . For viral traits, we focused on traits that Olival et al. [28] previously linked to zoonotic infectivity, collecting viruses' host phylogenetic breadths as proxies for viral host ranges. We additionally included the position of a virus's host breadth relative to humans by considering the maximum host phylogenetic distance from humans across a virus's host range. All datasets with metadata and references are available in the electronic supplementary material, Data and Results, tables S1 -S4. Table 2 describes predictor and response variables used in our analysis.
(b) Statistical analysis
Because nonlinear relationships were anticipated, we used GAMs in the mgcv package in R [43] to assess host and viral predictors of zoonotic risk. GAMs are flexible generalized linear models that, rather than manually specifying higher order polynomial functions, use smooth functions to capture nonlinear relationships between response and predictor variables. We fitted two sets of GAMs, assessing host predictors of zoonotic risk in one group of models and viral predictors in the other.
Our global models included all host and viral trait predictors outlined in table 2. We used automated term selection by double penalty smoothing for variable selection. This method constructs an additional penalty for each GAM smooth function, effectively removing terms without predictive power and has been recognized as superior or comparable to alternative approaches [44] . We set an effective degree of freedom cut-off of 0.001 to identify which terms had been penalized and effectively removed from the model [28] .
(i) Host models
We restricted our analysis of host predictors of zoonotic risk to known reservoir host species with demonstrated evidence of animal-to-human spillover, thus only considering species implicated as both the primary selective environment and source of human infection for a given virus. Because the specific host species responsible for a spillover event is not always identified, we were frequently unable to collect human CFR and transmissibility data that varied depending on the specific spillover host. Thus, to avoid pseudoreplication, we further restricted our analysis to include only unique entries for each host order per virus in a simplified dataset, summarizing information across hosts encapsulated in each unique entry by taking the maximum value for each host trait metric.
Using this simplified dataset, we first asked what host traits best predict CFRs in human hosts following spillover? Specifically, we used a GAM to query the predictive capacity of the hostspecific traits outlined in table 2 on the response variable of the mean CFR in a human host.
We next asked, what host variables best predict the extent of human-to-human transmission of a given virus following spillover? In this case, we used a GAM to query the predictive capacity of the same host traits outlined in table 2 on the response variable of human transmissibility.
While our previous GAMs only included reservoir host species, we next investigated both reservoir and secondary hosts with evidence of spillover to humans (bridge hosts). Fitting a separate GAM for each response variable, we explored the relationship between host phylogenetic distance from humans and both CFR and transmissibility as a function of 'spillover type' ('primary spillover' from reservoir hosts versus 'secondary spillover' from bridge hosts). In each case, we queried the response variable against the predictor variable of host phylogenetic distance, modelled as two distinct smoothers separated by spillover type [44] .
(ii) Virus models For our analysis of viral predictors of zoonotic risk, we first asked what viral traits best predict the probability that a virus is zoonotic? We constructed a binomial GAM, testing the predictive capacity of viral traits outlined in table 2 against the response variable of zoonotic status (0-1: is versus is not).
Our analysis of viral predictors of CFR and human transmissibility largely mirrored that of our host analysis. To avoid pseudoreplication, we again only considered unique entries, grouping trait information by discrete CFR and transmissibility values per virus.
As with our host models, we then applied GAMs to this simplified viral dataset to ask, what viral traits best predict case mortality rates in human hosts following spillover? and what viral traits best predict the extent of human-to-human transmission of a given virus following spillover?
Results
(a) Host predictors of human case fatality rates and capacity for human-to-human transmission
The selected model to predict human CFR explained 51.4% of the total deviance and included maximum host body mass, gestation period, lifespan and phylogenetic distance from humans as significant predictors, as well as a term for host (b) Effect of phylogenetic distance on case fatality rate and transmissibility as a function of spillover type
While our first analysis focused on primary spillover events, in which viruses spill over to humans directly from reservoir hosts, we added important nuance to our analysis by running additional GAMs that considered all virus -mammal associations, including cases of secondary spillover. We explored whether zoonotic risk changes with the position of the immediate spillover source in the transmission chain from reservoir host to human. The selected model to predict human CFR with interaction terms for host phylogenetic distance and spillover type explained 66.8% of the deviance and included host maximum lifespan, gestation period and phylogenetic order as significant terms (electronic supplementary material, Data and Results, table S5c). Spillover type affects the relationship between host phylogenetic distance from humans and human CFR (figure 2). For primary spillovers from reservoir hosts, CFR increases with host phylogenetic distance from humans (figure 2a), consistent with results in figure 1a . By contrast, spillovers from secondary (bridge) hosts are associated with elevated CFR across all secondary host species, irrespective of phylogenetic distance from humans. The largest positive effect sizes are recovered from host species both closely and distantly related to humans (figure 2b). Heightened CFR in secondary hosts at high phylogenetic distances is consistent with the trends observed for reservoir hosts-host species most distantly related to humans harbour the most virulent viruses. However, elevated virulence in secondary hosts at low phylogenetic distances conflicts with our prior observation for reservoir hosts that species most closely related to humans harbour zoonoses of lower impact in terms of morbidity and mortality.
The selected model for human transmissibility with interaction terms for host phylogenetic distance and spillover type explained 34.5% of the deviance and included host order and maximum body mass as significant terms (electronic supplementary material, Data and Results, table S5d). With primary spillover, transmissibility decreases with increasing host phylogenetic distance from humans, consistent with the virulence-transmission relationship outlined in figure 1. However, variable selection effectively omitted the secondary spillover predictor from this model, suggesting that gaps in data-particularly our limited ability to trace viral outcomes in humans to specific spillover hosts-or a more muddled evolutionary trade-off among viruses that have a less extensive shared evolutionary history with their secondary host species may limit our inference capacity.
(c) Examining bats as 'special' viral reservoirs
Broadly, we observed that viruses within a given viral family preferentially infect a discrete subset of host orders (i.e. some viral families are predominantly primate or rodent or bat viruses, etc.) and that distinct mammalian host orders cluster at distinct phylogenetic distances from humans (figure 3). Of the five major animal source orders for zoonotic viruses (figure 3a: Primates, Cetartiodactyla, Carnivora, Rodentia and Chiroptera), order Chiroptera (bats) is, on average, the most phylogenetically distant from humans (figure 3b). As such, bats could underpin the heightened virulence of viruses harboured by hosts at high phylogenetic distance (figure 1a). Here, we examine bats as a possible 'special' host order in our database. Bat-derived zoonoses cluster in the upper righthand corner of the plane of phylogenetic distance and human CFR (figure 4); our GAM for host traits predictive of virulence demonstrated that order Chiroptera has the strongest positive effect on CFR (electronic supplementary material, Data and Results, table S7).
(d) Viral predictors of virus zoonotic potential, human case fatality rates and capacity for human-tohuman transmission
Because particular viral families associate non-randomly with particular host orders, variation in zoonoses derived from these orders could be equally attributed both to traits of the hosts themselves or traits of the viruses that infect those hosts. Incorporation of viral predictors into our GAM framework demonstrated significant predictive power for several viral traits on three metrics of zoonotic risk. In our probability analysis of a virus's zoonotic potential, the selected model, which explained 32.5% of variation in the data, included royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rstb Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 374: 20190296 significant predictors for cytoplasmic replication capacity, viral genome composition, maximum host phylogenetic distance from humans and maximum host phylogenetic breadth (electronic supplementary material, Data and Results, table S5e). Our results mirror previous findings which indicate that viruses with cytoplasmic replication and broader host phylogenetic breadths are more likely to be zoonotic (figure 5b) [6, 28] . We further observed that viruses derived from hosts at the closest phylogenetic distances to humans had the highest zoonotic potential (figure 5a), consistent with Olival et al.'s [28] finding that hosts closely related to humans harboured the most zoonoses. Both host breadth and the phylogenetic position of that breadth relative to humans significantly predict whether a virus is zoonotic.
Using the zoonotic subset of our virus database, we next considered the effect of viral traits on the response variables of human CFR and capacity for sustained human-to-human transmission. Our selected viral trait model for human CFR explained 53.8% of observed variation in the data and included terms for genome composition, disease-related citations, the presence/absence of a viral envelope, and the maximum phylogenetic distance from humans of all hosts observed for a given virus (electronic supplementary material, Data and Results, table S5f ). The absence of viral envelope was associated with lower virulence upon spillover to humans. Consistent with trends reported in figure 1a, host phylogenetic distance was positively correlated with higher human CFRs post-spillover (figure 5c; though note that viral host phylogenetic distance was calculated differently than the host distances used in figure 1 analyses, see the electronic supplementary material, Methods). Notably, maximum host phylogenetic breadth per virus was not a significant predictor in our final CFR model ( figure 5d ) .
Finally, the selected viral model for human transmissibility described 55.1% of variation in the data and included terms for genome and DNA/RNA composition, the presence/absence of a viral envelope, the maximum host phylogenetic distance from humans and the maximum host phylogenetic breadth observed for each viral species (electronic supplementary material, Data and Results, table S5g) (figure 5e,f ). Consistent with Geoghegan et al. [7] , the absence of viral envelope was positively associated with increased capacity for human-to-human transmission. Consistent with our host model in figure 1b, we observed that capacity for human-to-human transmission decreased with increasing host phylogenetic distance from humans. The relationship between host phylogenetic breadth and human transmissibility was more complicated: human-to-human royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rstb Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 374: 20190296 transmissibility increased with heightened host phylogenetic breadth up to a point (0.85), then declined sharply at extremely high breadths. This trend is probably driven by only a few viruses-most notably, rabies, for which zoonotic infection and transmission dynamics are complex [45] . Human-tohuman transmission may be limited for rabies owing to effective control strategies and a bite-dependent transmission route rather than lack of innate viral capacity; rabies virus is known to be present in human tissues relevant for transmission, and, indeed, between-human transmission has been suspected but not confirmed for a few infections [46, 47] .
Discussion
Our work introduces a novel multi-dimensional framework for assessing and predicting zoonotic risk. Building off previous analyses (electronic supplementary material, Data and Results, table S8), we extended databases published by Olival et al. [28] to delineate host and viral traits predictive of (i) the mortality burden associated with viral spillover into the human population, (ii) the extent of sustained human-to-human transmission following zoonosis, and (iii) the probability that a virus is zoonotic. For each metric of zoonotic risk, we identified a unique set of host and viral predictor variables, which highlight the critical role of host phylogenetic distance and virus -host evolutionary history in driving zoonotic outcomes.
Our work uncovers a positive correlation between host phylogenetic distance and the mortality incurred by viruses derived from these hosts upon spillover to human populations; zoonoses emerging from more distantly related hosts are more virulent. This result is consistent with empirical work that has demonstrated an association between host phylogeny and disease-induced mortality in a novel host following a pathogen host shift [48, 49] . Nonetheless, while distantly related hosts may harbour more virulent viruses, our results suggest that these viruses are less likely to engender zoonoses capable of establishing sustained human-to-human transmission. Virulence appears to constrain transmission, limiting zoonotic spread within the human population. Host phylogenetic distance from humans appears to modulate this relationship, predicting virus-induced mortality in a human host and the transmission 'cost' associated with that virulence.
The correlation between increasing phylogenetic distance, elevated virulence, and diminishing capacity for transmission is additionally modulated based on the pathway of zoonotic emergence. This study represents, to our knowledge, the first meta-analysis of its type to distinguish between primary spillover from reservoir hosts-the primary selective environment of viruses-and secondary spillover from bridge host species that have been infected, but do not maintain zoonotic transmission. The primary spillover from reservoir hosts to humans follows the general observed trends, with the highest transmission cost incurred at high phylogenetic distance and high virulence. Intriguingly, secondary spillover hosts, including those closely related to humans, produce elevated CFRs across phylogenetic distances. Because our analysis did not identify secondary spillover as a significant predictor of human transmissibility-potentially owing to a limited sample size or more muddled evolutionary relationships between viruses and their secondary hosts-we cannot infer whether spillover from secondary hosts is constrained by the same virulencetransmission trade-off observed in reservoir hosts. However, increased CFRs in secondary host species closely related to humans suggest that these hosts could function as 'gateways' Figure 3 . Correlation between virus and host types. Across host phylogenetic distance from humans, the distributions of (a) zoonotic virus species, grouped by family; and (b) mammalian host species, grouped by host order. Colours correspond to host order. royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rstb Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 374: 20190296 for virulent viruses originally derived from more distant reservoirs. The virulence-inducing viral traits driving CFR upon spillover from secondary hosts may largely reflect viruses' long-term evolutionary history in more phylogenetically distant reservoirs. By contrast, short-term history within more closely related secondary hosts could facilitate pre-adaptation to human transmission. Thus, secondary spillover-by which virulent viruses from distant phylogenetic backgrounds spill over to humans through more closely related, secondary hosts-may pose the greatest zoonotic threat.
Across mammalian host orders, host species most closely related to humans harbour zoonoses of lower impact in terms of morbidity and mortality but with an elevated propensity for human-to-human transmission. More distantly related hosts-in particular, order Chiroptera-harbour highly virulent zoonoses that nonetheless have a lower capacity for between-human transmission. Chiroptera, previously posited to represent a 'special' order of mammalian hosts for zoonotic viruses [50] , does appear to uniquely shift zoonoses into otherwise uncharted territory on the virulence axis. Though occupying the same general region of the host phylogenetic distance axis as order Rodentia, bat zoonoses yield CFRs more than double those resulting from rodents.
Results from the viral trait models support previous findings that multi-host pathogens are more likely to emerge and transmit in human populations [2, 10, 28, 51, 52] . Consistent with findings from Olival et al. [28] , we identify maximum phylogenetic host breadth, a marker of viral generalism, as a powerful predictor of zoonotic behaviour for the directly transmitted mammalian viruses queried in our dataset. However, our results indicate that, in addition to the breadth of a virus's host range, the positioning of that range, with respect to phylogenetic distance from humans, has important predictive capacity. Thus, predictions of zoonotic risk will differ for a generalist virus that evolved in a reservoir environment that is phylogenetically close to humans (i.e. primates) versus one that is distant (i.e. bats). This distinction is important, because our work further emphasizes that distinct viral families tend to preferentially infect distinct host orders. Furthermore, in keeping with our host model results, we observed that viral traits predicting zoonotic behaviour following emergence demonstrate opposite impacts on virulence and transmissibility in human hosts-indicating trade-offs between these two traits. Host phylogenetic distance, corresponding to the evolutionary host environment in which a virus evolved, is positively correlated with mortality incurred by an emerging virus in human hosts, but negatively correlated with viral capacity for human-to-human transmission.
The multi-dimensional definition of zoonotic risk considered in this analysis highlights limitations in our understanding of emerging zoonoses to date. Historically, most work in this field has been restricted to descriptions and predictions of viral, host and geographical 'hotspots' for zoonosis, with little consideration of variation in the impact of a given spillover event post-emergence. Our work emphasizes the power of a more nuanced approach to assessing zoonotic risk, but also uncovers gross gaps in data and reporting which will present challenges for future research extensions. To facilitate tracking of directionality in transmission chains, we restricted our database to mammal host-virus associations previously confirmed via polymerase chain reaction or viral isolation, excluding unconfirmed or serologically identified mammalian hosts. For example, compelling serological evidence suggests that bats probably function as the natural reservoir host for Middle Eastern respiratory syndrome (MERS-CoV), a coronavirus similar to bat-derived SARs-CoV [53] , but evidence is insufficient to support inclusion of this association in our study. Indeed, many animal hosts for emerging zoonoses remain unidentified or unconfirmed, and for the majority of known hosts, we lack data regarding transmission and infection dynamics. These gaps in reporting limit our capacity for inference.
The extent to which human mortality and transmissibility may differ depending on the reservoir or spillover host in question has yet to be documented for the vast majority of zoonoses-indeed, we identified distinct measures of CFR and transmissibility that could be traced to specific spillover hosts only for two viruses: Nipah and Marburg. As both of these examples support our finding that changes in a spillover transmission chain are associated with shifts in virulence and transmissibility, collection of data from additional systems demonstrating both secondary and primary zoonotic sources is thus a major research priority. Ebola virus outbreaks, for example, have varied extensively in both virulence and transmissibility across the past four decades of emergence [15, 54] . The extent to which these variations may be attributable to phylogenetic differences in the source host or transmission chain remains, to our knowledge, unexplored. A more nuanced framework for understanding variation in severity and transmissibility across all potential zoonotic hosts will nonetheless be central to any future effort to develop targeted and effective public health strategies for intervention and control.
Data accessibility. All datasets used in the analyses outlined in this article have been included in the electronic supplementary material.
